
Deacon Deliberations by Deacon Gary Kupsak                    

“When Will We, Be Able to See?” 

     In today’s Gospel we find a man born blind who washed the mud from his eyes in the pool called 

Siloam, which means “the one who is sent.” Can Jesus the Christ be the pool to wash the mud from our 

eyes so that we might see? As soon as the blind man could see, his life became very difficult. People 

wondered whether he was the same man. If/when we decide to wash that mud from our eyes, will the 

potential restoration of our sight so change us that others will be surprised and astonished and maybe 

even disappointed at our transformation. 

     We all are to some extent “blind.” Not physically blind (the absence of vision), but through the lives 

that we have made for ourselves, are at times not able to see what is before us, and what God has 

determined to be our path to becoming part of the Kingdom of God. This blindness that we’re 

experiencing may be that we no longer  see the value in going to confession, to regularly attending 

Mass, to being generous with those who are less fortunate than are we, and living lives where we are at 

times called to “go against the grain,” not side with the popular opinion or to publicly say that something 

is “wrong” even if our peers, our club, our political party is saying is “right.” That’s the kind of 

blindness that we need the “God made mud” put in our eyes, and then be determined to get to our 

individual Siloam (confession, Lenten sacrifices, individual prayer) to be transformed and receive the 

grace of God. The grace will come when we acknowledge that our eyes have been opened. That we 

realize that the mud that kept us from seeing clearly is no longer there. Others who got used to the 

person with the “mud” in his/her eyes may not want to believe that we can see, but we know that if we 

keep repeating, “I once was blind but now can see,” to ourselves and to others, all will see that the light 

of the world shines through and is by the grace of God. 

     Friends, I realize that I have taken some liberties with today’s Gospel in that I have not focused on 

contrasts between Jesus (the light of the world) and with the Pharisee’s blindness. But have instead tried 

to focus on the fact that most of us, maybe all of us, have some sort of “blindness” that prevents us from 

seeing clearly how we as Christians fit into the development of the Kingdom of God here on earth. 

     We need the grace of God to wash the mud from our eyes. Let’s pray that the smugness shown by the 

Pharisees in the Gospel is not ours. That we recognize that there is mud in our eyes and that by washing 

away that mud in our own individual Siloam, we will be cured, light will once again flow and we will 

see. We will be able to see clearly Jesus the Christ, the one who has healed us, and we will forever give 

Him thanks and praise. “One thing I do know is that I was blind and now I see.” (John 1: 25). 


